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The Radio Neutrino Observatory in Greenland (RNO-G) is an in-ice radio detector for ultra-
high energy neutrinos with the potential to make the first detection of a neutrino shower beyond
∼10 PeV via the Askaryan emission. With a projected 90% CL upper limit below 𝐸2Φ ≈
10−8 GeV/cm2/s/sr within 10 years of operation, RNO-G will reach realistic models of GZK
and astrophysical neutrino fluxes. In 2021, the first three stations of RNO-G were installed and
started data-taking. Four additional stations were added in 2022 with some upgrades to the station
hardware. Here, we present the current status of the instrument and give an overview of the efforts
towards calibration and analysis of the data recorded so far.
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Figure 1: Expected num-
ber of events after 10 years
(assuming 66% up-time from
solar power) operation with a
completed RNO-G detector.
Several of the models shown
[9–14] project a total event
count ≳ 1 in RNO-G.

1. Scope of RNO-G

The IceCube neutrino observatory has discovered the diffuse extragalactic astrophysical neu-
trino flux [1] at TeV to PeV energies, and with the recent identification of TXS 0506+056 and
NGC 1068 as two likely point sources [2, 3] it is just sensitive enough to herald the era of neutrino
astronomy. However, the short attenuation length of optical signals in ice and water prevents scaling
the established optical Cherenkov detectors to the size which would be necessary to counter the
falling flux with energy in order to extend the accessible energy region beyond ∼10 PeV.

The Radio Neutrino Observatory in Greenland (RNO-G) [4] is a neutrino detector under
construction using the radio detection technique to detect ultra-high-energy (UHE) neutrinos with
energies beyond 3 × 1016 eV via Askaryan emission. The Askaryan radio signal is generated
in the particle cascades of UHE neutrino interactions in ice and has an impulsive and coherent
cone-shaped emission profile. Building on the (amongst others) pioneering ARIANNA, ARA and
ANITA experiments (cf. Ref. [5] for a review), RNO-G is the first mid-sized array implementation
of the radio detection technique. It will consist of 35 detector stations distributed over an area of
∼ 50 km2. With an expected 90% CL upper limit below 𝐸2Φ ≈ 10−8 GeV/cm2/s/sr after 10 years
of operation [4], RNO-G is large enough such that realistic ultra-high-energy (UHE) neutrino flux
models come into reach. The expected number of events for the models shown in Fig. 1 suggests
that RNO-G is likely to make the first ever neutrino detection using the radio technique.

In addition to the prospect of detecting in-ice neutrinos, RNO-G also covers a large surface
area for detecting cosmic-ray (CR) air-showers. Already the seven out of 35 stations deployed so
far are recording a few CR events per day, even for a conservative trigger threshold [6]. These CR
events not only serve as a valuable validation signal, but can also be used to probe cosmic-ray flux
and interaction models [7]. In addition, RNO-G serves as a development platform to inform the
design of a ∼ 10× larger radio array proposed as part of the IceCube-Gen2 [8] neutrino observatory.

2. RNO-G station design

RNO-G consists of 35 autonomously powered stations, spaced by 1.25 km to maximise neutrino
effective volume. Data transfer and communication is realised via an LTE and LoRaWAN network
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Figure 2: Planned RNO-G array layout at Summit Station with the seven stations already deployed. One of
the stations equipped with wind-turbine, Terianniaq, is shown on the right.

with the data server at Summit Station. Fig. 2 shows the footprint of the array and a picture of one
of the stations. After the 2022 deployment, seven of the 35 planned stations are now installed and
operational. Solar panels allow for continuous data-taking for approximately 8 months per year. In
addition, wind-turbines will allow for data-taking also during a large fraction of the winter period.
The first iteration of the design consists of two vertical turbines mounted on a mast as shown in
Fig. 2. The performance of this turbine design in the field is currently being evaluated at two of the
deployed stations.

Each RNO-G station consists of a surface component of nine log-periodic dipole antennas,
LPDAs, (three upward, six downward oriented) and a deep component with the remaining 15
channels being vertically (V-Pol) and horizontally (H-Pol) polarized dipole antennas distributed
over three 100 m deep air-filled holes. The layout and impressions of the installation process
of shallow LPDAs and deep antennas is shown in Fig. 3. The chosen arrangement of antennas
is required in order to reconstruct the neutrino direction. It allows for vertex triangulation of the
detected signal and to measure the polarization of the signal [15], needed to constrain the orientation
of the emission cone and ultimately find the neutrino direction.

On one string, four V-Pol antennas are closely stacked at 100 m depth. These antennas constitute
a phased array [16]: signals from individual antennas are coherently summed using a delay-and-sum
method at the trigger level, which has a lower threshold than simple coincidence window triggers
that have been used previously. The shallow component trigger is realised using a Schottky diode.
In 2022, two individual shallow-component trigger channels were tuned to a rate of∼ 0.1 Hz by a 2/3
coincidence on the upward oriented and a 2/6 coincidence on the downward oriented antennas. In
addition, every 10 seconds an event is recorded in order to collect a continuous stream of minimum
bias data.

When an event is triggered, 640 ns long signal traces are digitized with a sampling rate of
3.2 GHz1 for all 24 channels within a station. A small sub-sample of the recorded data is directly

1In future, the chip can be slowed to 2.4 GHz to extend the recorded time interval.
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Figure 3: Layout of the hybrid RNO-G station with
LPDA antennas deployed in shallow trenches, and
V-Pol and H-Pol antennas installed in the deep bore-
holes. The deployment process for the shallow and
deep component, respectively, is illustrated above.

transferred from the data server at Summit Station via satellite. The rest of the data is hand-carried
during summer by the field team maintaining detector operation.

3. Deployment progress in 2022

For each of the four new stations deployed in 2022, three 28 cm diameter wide holes were
drilled to 100 m depth using the BigRAID depicted in Fig. 4, a custom designed auger drill by the
British Antarctic Survey [17]. This season, a tent was added to reduce heat from solar irradiation.
Similar to the 2021 deployment season, most holes for the four new stations could be completed
in two shifts by two people. Individual drill times ranged from 13 to 20 hours per hole. For the
upcoming drilling seasons, we anticipate improvements mainly on the drill head and the control
software, and be able to meet the goal that one 100 m hole can be completed in one shift.

After drilling, the deployment team subsequently deployed the deep antenna strings, created
trenches for the surface antennas, and installed the data acquisition (DAQ) box and solar panels.

The newly deployed DAQ boxes are equipped with an upgraded power system to allow for
the connection of wind turbines. Wind power is needed to increase the livetime fraction of the
instrument beyond the promised 2/3 possible with solar panels alone [4] to year round operation.
One of the DAQ boxes for the existing stations was also upgraded.

In addition to antenna deployment, the science team determined the antenna positions from
the surface with differential GPS, and took various calibration data by pulsing at fixed locations
around the stations, from an elevated position at a berm-top at Summit Station, and performed
ground-bounce measurements to be able to accurately model the 3 km deep ice sheet at Summit
Station.
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Figure 4: The British Antarctic Survey’s BigRAID auger drill used to drill 11-inch diameter holes (center)
to a depth of 100 m. The tent (right) was added in the 2022 drilling season.

deployed 2021

deployed 2022

Figure 5: Trigger rates
for one week of data-
taking for a station de-
ployed in 2021, and a
station deployed in 2022
with upgraded power-
system and improved EMI
protection. For the new
station, a series of cali-
bration runs were taken on
2022-08-09.

4. Performance of the deployed stations and observed backgrounds

Already in 2021, the first three RNO-G stations were installed in Greenland. For these stations,
two dominant noise sources were present in the surface channels, as visible from the trigger rates
in Fig. 5. Surface backgrounds generally are far suppressed in the deep phased array trigger, as is
evident from the constant trigger rates in Fig. 5. The surface backgrounds in the stations deployed in
2021 can be attributed to the LoRaWAN communication (occurring at regular 2 min time intervals
when data packets are sent from stations to the server), and battery charging noise which dominates
the surface trigger rates during daylight. These two backgrounds are effectively suppressed with
the newly deployed stations in 2022 (cf. Fig. 5). This is achieved by additional filters and improved
EMI shielding in the upgraded DAQ boxes. Additional reducible backgrounds are present in the
stations with wind turbine, originating from the turbine’s electronics box. These will be prevented
with hardware upgrades during the upcoming 2023 field season.

In addition to noise generated by the station electronics itself, various anthropogenic back-
grounds are regularly observed in RNO-G. These include intermittent continuous wave signals
from weather balloons, air traffic communication, and handheld radio. Snow-mobiles and opera-
tion of heavy machinery at Summit Station or the skiway are also visible in nearby stations, and
may be filtered for or even exploited as an additional calibration source. To this end, the RNO-G
collaboration has access to the logging data for weather balloon flights and snow-mobile traverses
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Figure 6: Triboelectric
background induced by
wind in the surface an-
tennas of RNO-G. Figure
taken from Ref. [19].

around Summit Station which use GPS positioning to calibrate the IceSat satellite altimetry data
[18]. RNO-G is also storing data from flight tracking and environment variables, like temperatures
and wind speeds.

The latter is interesting, since impulsive background events have been observed in various radio
neutrino experiments. This so-called triboelectric background with the characteristic empirical
threshold at wind speeds exceeding ∼ 10 m/s is also evident in the surface component of RNO-G,
as shown in Fig. 6. Preliminary study of signal direction shows a clustering of arrival directions,
which is a possible hint that the (dis)charge might originate from structures installed on the ice [19].
Further study is needed to support this hypothesis.

Besides the mentioned known sources of background, the remainder of the recorded event
sample visually agrees with what is expected from noise fluctuations, as is expected when triggering
close to the thermal noise floor.

5. Detector calibration

In the following, we highlight the current efforts to calibrate the deployed stations. Precise
modelling of the signal response of the instrument is a necessary prerequisite for physics analysis.

The initial antenna positions are determined via differential GPS to few centimeter precision
on the firn surface. In addition, the deployed depths of the deep antennas are determined via tape
measure. More refined calibration of the positioning and time delays (already accounting for the
fibre and cable delays measured in the lab) can be performed using the data taken by the science
team when pulsing from known GPS positions around the stations and from an elevated position
from a berm-top at Summit Station.

In addition, calibration runs have been taken for all stations with one of the two in-situ
calibration pulsers deployed in the boreholes activated at a time. One event from a calibration run
when pulsing from one of the ’helper’ strings of station Amaroq is shown in Fig. 7.

Bias voltage scans are recorded to map the ADC counts of the digitized signal to voltage
values, which is close to linear unless for large signal amplitudes. The amplifier response in the
DAQ box shows some dependence on temperature. Few weeks after deployment, when the DAQ
box is covered with snow the temperature however stabilizes. The precise method for ADC to
voltage conversion is still being worked on.
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Figure 7: Calibration pulses triggered on the
power string as seen in the two helper strings
(top row), the V-Pol antennas of the phased
array (bottom left) and V-Pols at shallower
depth (bottom right) on the power-string. The
emitting antenna is located above the detec-
tion channels of ’Helper String C’.

6. Outlook to 2023 and first physics results

Figure 8: Attenuation length measurement. Fig-
ure taken from Ref. [20].

While current efforts are concentrating on cal-
ibrating the deployed stations, reconstruction algo-
rithms using the signal from the deep antennas are
in place for neutrino energy [21] as well as direction
[15]. An algorithm developed with an ARIANNA-
like arrangement of shallow antennas [22] can be
used also for the reconstruction of neutrino candi-
dates with the downward oriented LPDAs in RNO-
G.

A cosmic-ray search is under development [7]
that is searching for CR candidate events by correlat-
ing the recorded data traces of the upward-pointing
LPDAs with the template expectation for noiseless
impulsive signals after convolution with the RNO-G
hardware response. RNO-G is already expected to have collected several cosmic-ray events in the
recorded dataset that will be found when applying the analysis to the full data-set on disk, even
assuming a conservative detection threshold [6].

In-ice radio signals of CR shower cores which have not fully developed in air [23], and
secondary showers induced by UHE prompt atmospheric muons [24], as well as the refracted in-air
CR signal propagating to the deep antennas [25] will also be searched for in the future.

RNO-G may also be able to detect the diffuse thermal radio emission from our Galaxy. This is
however complicated by the temperature dependence of the amplifier response, and the location on
the northern hemisphere, meaning that the central region of the galactic plane is below or close to
the horizon, and hence requires careful analysis.

The first RNO-G physics result published [20] used ground-bounce data collected at Summit
Station in 2021 for a depth-dependent attenuation measurement of the radio signal in the ice sheet
below Summit Station. The bulk ice attenuation length shown in Fig. 8 could be extracted taking
into account the chemical composition of the ice.
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To allow for improvements in the drill to reach the goal of being able to drill one hole per shift,
and hardware integration and lab calibration measurements, the next drilling season is planned only
for 2024. Next year, 2023, will be used to service and upgrade the existing stations, including the
wind-turbine electronics, and take additional measurements for calibration and ice studies. Most
importantly however, all seven operating stations are expected to resume data-taking after the winter
and collect data for cosmic ray studies and to start searching for the first radio neutrino yet to be
detected.
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